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IN'l'RODUCTION 
Hyperpiesia, a disease that kills, directly or in-
directly, more people than tuberculosis an.d cancer com-
bined, certainly needs no apology for its introduction 
for your considerat ion. 
I shall confine myself to that form of high blood 
pressure known as hyperpiesis, or essential hypertension, 
by which we understand an. elevation of blood pressure 
above normal, ot un..l(no'Nn origin. 27 26 18 33 
DEFI:NI'rION 
'rhe terrr-.l hyperpiesis was coined by 3ir Clifford 
Allbutt in 1900 to distinguish cases of high blood 
pressure in which albumenuria was absent and the kidneys 
postmortem appeared to be healthy from those grouped 
under the term chronic intersti tial nephri tis, in which 
the kidneys are grossly diseased and high blood press-
ure is also a constant feature. 13 
irhe term hyperpiesia is generally applied to any 
condi tion in which blood pressure is maintained at a 
level above normal, irrespective of the degree of dura-
tion of the elevation. Such use of the term admits of 
confusion and doubt in tl~e mind of the reader, because 
of the diversity of conditions included is so cOD~rehen-
si ve a term. 1'11e fact that caref'Lll clinicians COil tinue 
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to report cases wi th ~LYpernol'mal blood pressure, in the 
absence of either cardiac or nephritic degenerative 
changes, a.c.d .::..2. nce we are a'o1:::; to ob tai n a l)ermanent and 
lasting return to normal blood pressure values in ce1"-
tain cases ':)y )ropriate treatment and hygiene, it 
would seem to justify an effort to linli t this term to 
admi t the Dresence of such a clinical entity, havi:ng as 
a prominent sympto111, a transitory elevation of systolic 
pressure; for if we fail to recognize this clinical con-
di ti on, there wi 11 rer;-.a in an unfilled. gap in our clinical 
conception of cardiovasiCvlar and renal patholo 
of 
It is essential, in studying blood ssure, that 
should be lnf'orI:led conc erning its phys iology, for 
wi thout knovdedge of the physiological 1118chan1s111 which 
plays SUJh .'l!l -i tant role, an intelligent comprehen-
s ion 01' the sphygrn.or;mnometer is blPOSS i 'r11e hUlaan 
blood essure sy stem c rises essentially, (1) the 
(2) the blood-vessels and (3) the vasomotor re-
t meohanism. The three are so intimately assoo-
ia ted that dis turba:::lCe of any aIle is follovved by a 
aI,long the t11ree. 6 
~'l..S far as the hear't and 
blood-vessels are oonoerned, blood pressure depends 
essentially on three f'aotors: (a) at the heart, 
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(11) the .geri:)heral resistaHce and (c) the volune of the 
blood. The first two are of at ortance YI'11ic11 the 
t has but a theoretical interest. 6 
The vascular tree consists 
of a finely divided systen of elastic tubes, the blood 
flowing through the arteries, thl~ough the capillaries, to 
the veins, the pressure be ing highes t in the arteries and 
10vIes t in the veins. This 1.8 desi gnee). for the mover.len t 
of the colu~ill of blood, ~~ a uld mns t flmv from the 
point of highest pressure to the point of lowest pressure. 
1 t is through the aati vi ty of the heart tlla t the difference 
in pressure is maintained. ~hen for any reason, the heart 
ceases to func tion the circul8. tion conti nues, that is, 
the blood flows, despite the failure of the heart from 
artery to vein, until the pressure in these two branches 
of the vascular system has been equalized, at ich moment 
the blood stream comes to a standstill. 11 
.Jespite the periodic activity of the heart, the blood 
is sent through the vessels in a continuous current, the 
reasons being, ll) the resistence offered by the arterioles 
and capillaries, and (2) the elasticity of the arterial 
wall. '1.'11ese two physical properties of the vessels prevent 
stagnation of the blood during diastole, and aocount for 
its propulsion during this phase of the cardiac cycle. ~he 
elastic property of the arteries is especially concerned, 
for the vessel being put on the stretch during systole, 
--
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stores up this energy to discharge it during diastole, 
thereby contraoting the artery and expelling the blood. 
One might almos t speak 01' this as an echo 01~ the cardiac 
systole arising in the arteries. 11 
.J3luod :Blow in Capillaries and ':leins. By the ti:cne 
the blood arrives at the smaller arteries little is to 
be seen of the rhythmic activity of the heart, that is, 
pulsation is generally no longer appreciated, and when 
the capillaries are reached, there is no pulsation at all 
\excepting in pathological s1~tes), although they do 
possess the power of contraction. By the time the blood 
gets to the veins, the force of the cardiac systole is 
nile, and for the propulsion through this part of the 
vascular tree, the negative pressure is the thorax and 
the aspiration of blood by the diastole of the heart are 
called into play. 6 
Newer researches have demons tra ted t11a t certain 
veins are supplied with constrictor fibers, such as the 
portal vein, \'vhich recei ves branches from the splanchnic 
nerves, and it has been suggested, and indeed almost 
proved, that the systemic veins have a vasomotor control. 
Just how much influence these vasomotor nerves have in 
the circulation of blood in the veins is uncertain. 6 
Hesistance of 3lood-vessels. In a system of' tubes, 
such as is represented by the vascular apparatus, the 
blood exerts eCfual pressure on all parts of' the vessel 
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wall at a given point, but the pressure varies proport-
iona tely vii th the amount of resi stance the blood. has to 
overcome. 6 
~ere the circulatory apparatus a rigid, unyielding 
set of tubes, the pressu.re would diminish in direct 
propor"tion to the distance from the heart. 'Ne have said 
berore, tha"t the pressure in a system of tubes depends 
largely on the amount of resistance which the circulat 
fluid has to overcome. This resis tance does not arise 
from contact of the fluid with the vessel wall, for the 
fluid in direct contact with the latter is at rest, and 
therefore the fric~ion must take place in the blood it-
self, the degree depending on the viscosity of the fluid. 
'1'he arllount of resis tance which a constant uniform viscosity 
exerts is dependent on the length and dialIleter of the 
tube or vessel. 6 
Volume. of the :Slood. This plays a subordinate role, 
in the maintenance of blood pressure. 'l'he volmae 01' the 
Circulating fluid can be much increased, without any 
appreciable effect on blood pressure, provided the increase 
takes place slowly. 'i'his is seen experimentally by the 
injection of physiological sal t solution ancl other sub-
s tances into aniIilals. J:!'ailure thus to raise blood press-
ure, is due to three factors: (1) the rapid interchange 
between the vessels and tissues, (2) the automatical dila-
tation of blood vessles in order to adjust themselves to 
the increased amount of fluid, and (3) the subse\luent 
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polyuria. 'rhe las t ls the mos t important, the amount of 
urine running pari parru.with the amount injected. 11 
On the other hand, losses of blood do decrease, if 
but temporarily, the blood I)ressure, so that one must, 
in a dog at least, remove about one-fifth of the total 
Quanti ty of blood be1'ore any great depression of blood 
pressure is seen. In man the loss of one-half of the 
amount of blood causes death (3-3.5 percent. of body weight). 
'V'asomotor Begulai!j::L8 ~;~echanism. T'he smooth muscle 
of t arteries was discoe.red by Henle, and soon thereafter 
stilling and ~Ienle hinted a t the pressure of vasomotor 
nerves 'whose existence was later proved by Claude Benard 
in 1852. To schi1'f, Ludwig and l'hiry we are indebted for 
the proof of the vasomotor centre. 6 
\;ihen a nerve which controls the vessels is cut, tb.ere 
., 1 
.1. .... suffusion of the area SUIJplied by the vessels 
under control of is nerve, also an increase at v:armth 
and s1 ze o:{ the 1Jart and of the blood pouring from the 
veins. dtimula tioD of the salile neT'Ve has the apposite 
effect. Depending on the extent of the vesselts nerve 
distribution there will be a fall or rise in systemic 
arterial blood pressure, following severing or stir:lulation 
of the nerve respectively. 6 
Tihe vasomotor nerves are distributed in the muscu-
la ture of' tIle media, and since the i:.iuscle fibers are cir-
cular in their arrangement, the effect of' stimulation is 
to constrict the lumen of the vessel (vasoconstrictor 
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nerves). The vasodila-tor nerves are aut little under-
stood. Dilatation of the vessels has been held t;o be 
due to the influence of the longi tuciinal Iiiuscle fibers 
acting L!1 opposition to the circulal~ muscul~iture, but 
Galty believes that vascular dilatation is due to 
inhioi tory nerves, which op ~)ose the vasocons trictor 1'ibers. 
It is slJ.'pposed by recent inves tiga tors that both 
varieties of nerve fibers are present in the saffie nerve 
trunk, and that dependi on tile quali tyof the irri tan-t 
constriotion or dilatation is effected. This view has 
been held by Pal, Stricker, and ~hers to explain the 
occurrence at one time of vasoconstriction and at ano-
ther time of vasodilata~ion, as instance, in the 
crises of t~bes darsalis. 6 
Vasomotor Centre. 'l'hat there is a vasomotor regula -ting 
centre has long been proved .;'Ihen the spinal cord in the 
region of the cerVical portion is severed from the medulla, 
the blood gressure falls, and when the same region is stimu-
la ted there will ~!J e a rise in:Jressure, both phenomena 
being brought about by dilatation and constriction respect-
ively, of the vessels in the splanchnic field. seut 
ot the vasomotor centre is ill the upper part of the medulla. 
The centre is automatic in its activity. It is influenced 
principally by tb.ree factors: (1) psychic states, (2) 
gaseous composition of the blood, and (3) reflexly, by 
cutaneous influences. 6 
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Psychic Influences. The result of psychic i0fluences 
--------. - -
is se(m in pallor from fear, and in flushing, as in shame 
o~:· anger, al though it cannot be denied that there is an 
associated cardiac participation in these phenomena. 6 
GasElQ..1.Js Composi tio§~ of the .dlood. Vihenever there is 
dyspnea the blood pressure rises through stimulation of the 
vasomotor centre, some believe, from the diminished amount 
of oxygen and others from increased amount of carbon dioxid. 
If the breath is held, the sa~e phenomenon is observed. 6 
2eflex Influences. Very mill irritants applied to skin, 
such as -blowing on the skin or light contact, cause a rise 
in blood pressure but strong stimuli are without effect. 
Certain sensory nerves, y,hich, when stimulated, give rise 
- to increase of blood, have a depressor effect when the 
stj.Inulus is ap'plied to narcosis. .:3uch a nerve possessing 
these two properties has been discovered by Ludwig and 
Cyon (lJ. depressor). It arises from the vagus and the 
superior laxyngeal nerve and termtnates in the heart muscle 
i tsel!'. It is believed that vasodilation and depreSSion 
of blood pI' essure f'ollo';i its s timula tion and Langen.dorff 
hints at the possible existence of a vasodilator centre. 6 
Spinal and ~:"'eri:Rheral 'Jasomotor Centres. 'rlhe chief 
regulating influence of the blood vess s lies in the 
vasomotor cen tre, v!hose duty is to assume charge of all 
blood vessels. The work of this centre, is, so to speak, 
apportioned out among less ':::1:' vasomotor centres, ,{Ihich 
regulate the activities of local vascular fields and whose 
seat is in the th.racic portion of the spinal cord. This 
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seems to ~Je definitely proven, inaS111Uch CiS the lowered 
blood pressure which follows division of 
en the spinal 
cord is destroyed. se spinal centres are excited 
by dyspneic and reflex stirmli but to a IfLuch lesser 
degree t n the medullary centres. 6 
THE :tIYPERTEI~SION 
In a large majority of' patients with hyperpiesia 
(essential hypertension) who come to the physioian with 
subjective symptoms of the disease, the blood pressure ~s 
so definitely eleyated that there can be no doubt of the 
existence of' hypertension. Usually, the systolic pressure 
is well over 160 rrm. and the diastolic over 100 nml. How-
ever, one occasionally encounters cases in 'lv-hich the 
systolic pressure is about 160 mm. and the diastolic about 
g5 Il1ITl. in a middle aged person, !fO that wi t.bout further 
observation 0l'1 the demonstration of cardiac I:1ypertrophy, 
the existence of actual hypertension is questionable. 
Such borderline cases are met with particularly during 
insurance examinations and in the examination of patients 
for complaints having no relation to hypertension. :3 
:1:'he height of the blood pressure varies greatly in 
different cases. 'rhe values encountered most frequently 
are around 200 mm. sys tolic and 110 TIun. dias tolic. How-
ever, the systolic pressure may reach almost 300 mIll. and 
extremely rarely exceed it, and the diastolic even sur-
pass 180 mm. In other cases the blood pressure remains 
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for years around 1'70 Dun. sys tolic and 95 to 100 fLl.!lJ .• diu-
stolic. In some instances the blood pressure rises 
rapidly or more often slowly but progressively as the 
patient is watched for years. On the other hand, in 
very Iilany patients the height of the pressure does not 
change notably from that found at the first examination, 
even thOU~l it is followed for years. 3 
Both s'ystolic and diastolic oressures are elevated ~ , 
but not necessarily proportionately. 3evere arterioselerosis 
of the aorta tends to lower the diastolic pressure so that 
in old individuals with a very rigid aorta, such pressures 
as 200/95 mID .• are not uncommon. 3 
One of the most interestiu3 IJblerns in olinical medi-
cine 1S the etiolo of high blood pressure. At the outset 
Oll.e say that up to the present no satisfactory solution 
has yet been arrived at. Inoreased peripheral resistence 
1:.1. the circulation Iaust be an essential factor in high blood 
pressure. Take the analo of a fire hose with a l)ump 
at one end and a nozzle at the other, other things being 
equal, the :pressure in the hose will rise proportionately 
as the diameter of t:le 110zzle is decreased. 13 
In hmllan c ircula tion, things are not (lui te so simple, 
as the i'orce of the pump is a variable ractor, but the 
analo suffices to emphasize the ir,lportant part played by 
the increased peripheral resistance. Our difficulties arise 
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when we come to inquire as to the cause of' this. Arter~-
iocapillary fibrosis, increased viscosity of blood, 
and hypertonus of the arterial system and of the smaller 
arterioles in particular have been cited as etiological 
factors of increased peripheral resistance. 13 
Experimently it has been found that various SUbstances 
when injected will give rise to hypertonus of the arterial 
system and a rise in blood pressure. 
1. Llajor and stevenson found that injections of 
methyl guanidine, one of the norrnal excretion products of' 
nitrogenous metabolism, will cause a prolonged and pro-
nounced rise of' blood pressure ~njected into dogs. 38 
'l'hey suggested that excessive production or deficient elimina-
tion of' this substance might be an important factor in the 
causation of higher blood pressure ill man. 13 
2. It has been suggested that sorne toxic SUbstance 
from cellular disintegration in the kidney might be a cause, 
but Cash has shown experimentally that extensive necrosis 
of the kidney from ligation of a vessel does not cause any 
rise of blood pressure in dogs. 13 
Imperfect elimination of various other waste products 
of nitrogenous metabolism by a diseased kidney has been 
suggested as a possible cause o1"high blood pressure. 
?he term hyperpieSia was coined by Sir Clifford Allbutt 
in 1900 to distinguish cases of high blood pressure, in 
which albu111ennria was absent and the kid.neys postmortem 
appeared to be healthy, from those grouped under the term 
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chronic interstitial nephritis, in which the kidneys are 
grossly diseased and high blood pressure is so a constant 
feature. At that time the clinical differentiation was not 
always easy, 'out since the days of the estimation of the 
blood urea, it has become possible to draw a sharp line of 
demarca tion between the two groups, and to classify then::..,. 
as that in which this is nitrogen retention, with a high 
blood urea, and the hyperpiesia group in vfhich the blood 
urea content is normal. 13 
Many of the symptoms in these two groups are similar 
and nmy be attributed to the high blood pressure, e.g., 
tendency to cerebral helnorrhage, headache, retini tis, res-
pira tory SYlflpto~flS, such as socalled cardiac as thma alld 
attacks of paroxysmal dyspnea and cheyne stokes respiration. 13 
'1'he subjects of hyperpiesis usually die of cerebral 
hemorrhage or heart failure, the kidney cases, though they 
may have a sim.ilar termination, die more cOrnI'lonly I'vith 
s;YTfrptoms of 'if/hat has been termed ureIi1ia. It is curious that 
this term, 'Nhich was coined ma.::ly years ago, and has been 
subjected to a good deal of abloquy jon the pas'G, because 
it was proved that urea was not the:; to:?.:ic agent which killed 
in kidney disease, should now in a way have co:me to its own; 
for though urea raay not be the toxin which produces the 
fa tal S;Yl11pt011lS, excess of urea in the blood is always of 
serious prognostic significance and one of the most impor"ti-
ant investigations that can oe made from the point of pro-
gnosis in renal diseases. 13 
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The symptoms 0 f wha -!:i is termed uremia include most 
of those already mentioned as occurring in hyperpiesia, 
but the terrnina tion by convl.1lsions and coma is rare in 
simple hyperpiesia and the headache and vomiting are 
usually more severe in renal cases, and the general aspect 
of the patient much more toxic. I think one must conclude 
that there is in addition to the hyperpiesis some toxic 
subs -Gance or substances, not eliminated by the kidney, 
which playa part in uremia. Moreover, the fact that the 
blood nitrogen content is normal in simple hyperpiesia, 
but is greatly increased in cases of uremia, shows there 
is impaired excretion of' nitrogenous waste products, 
among which may be the unknollln toxic subs tance responsible 
:['01' some of the sym.ptoms in uremia. 33 
If the nitrogen content of all the known non-protein 
bodies in the blood, including creatinine creati~e anlina 
acids, and so on, is estimated, and also the total nitrogen 
content of the blood, it is found that there is an excess 
of nitrogen in some combination of unknown const;i tution. 
'l'his:moiety is increased in all cases of nitrogen retention, 
and may possibly be the element responsible for the toxic 
sYlnptoms in uremia, which may present in addi tion to 
those due to high blood pressure. 18 
If, then, we exclude retention of nitrogenous waste 
products as the cause of increased peripheral reSistance, 
vIha t al terna tives are left'? Hypertonus of the arterial 
system might be accounted for by undue stimulation of the 
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vasocon.s trictor fibers by impulses from the synlpa thetic or 
the vasomotor centre in the medulla. 13 
Excessive secretion of pressor substances wuch as 
adrenalin or pituitrin have been suggested as possible 
causes. Experimentally, repeated injections of adrenalin 
will raise the blood pressure in animals and give rise 
to aneurisms in rabbits and conversely in Addisonts disease 
destruction of the adrenals is associated with a very low 
blood pressure. 13 
In Gravefs disease excessive secretion of' the thyroid 
is responsible for the SYIIlptoms so it is conceivable that 
excessive secretion of' adrenalin might be a factor in 
byperpiesis, and this theory was advanced by .8al ty Shay{ in 
his Goulstonian lectures in 1906. 13 
1~0 hypertrophy or abnorrua1i ty of the adrena1s, however, 
has ever been found in cases of hyperpiesis, and Swa1e 
'Vincint remarks"·that the tonic action of the adrenal func-
tion is the one held only by physiCians, despite the fact 
that experimental work fails to deni.onstrate anw definite 
physiological value for the adrenal output n • 13 
Starlin,s lays stress on the i::-aportance of the blood 
supply to the vasomotor centre in the medulla and suggests 
that conditions wiuicn give rise to an inadequate supply 
of blood to this centre may be responsible. Stimulation 
of this centre would result and the general blood pressure 
raised by its vasoconstrictor action to insure a more 
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satisfactory blood supply. He submitted that in investi-
gating the causes of hyperpiesis it should be asked how 
the cause suggested could modify the blood supply to the 
vas O:l:i10 tor c en tre . 13 
:J.ranted that stiraulation of the vasomotor centre 
may be responsible for high blood pressure, we are still 
in the dark as to how this is effected; it seems more 
probable that a toxin may be responsible for this, rather 
than a deficient blood supply. 13 
Undue excitability of the nervous system, with 
excessive response to emotional disturbances reacting on 
a hypersensi ti va 'lasom.otor centre has also been sted 
in explanation, but there is no definite evidence in 
support of this. 13 
Prolonged nervous strain, a hard and strenous life, 
overwork, abuse of alcohol and tobacco, have been incrimin-
ated, but hyperpiesis usually sets in early Ii and is 
gradually progressive. 13 
It has been found by various Observers, who have 
investigated the blood pressure in children and adolescents, 
that it is above the normal in about eight to twenty per-
cen"1i of cases. It 'llould be interes ting to 1'0110'.'11 up 
such cases and to see if the tendency persists, and if so, 
whether it could be counteracted by any form of treatment. 
Unfortunately cases of hyperpiesia, at a rUle, only 
come under medical care when the blood pressure is already 
~ .. 
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very high and. the cardiovascular changes are advanced. 13 
Heredity plays an important part, as the family 
history of these cases shows, but it gives us no clue 8S 
to their etilogy. E:eredi ty is also a factor to ~oe taken 
into account in kidney diseases. 13 
As high blood pressure may exist in association 
with, or apart from kidney disease, it seems probably 
that some conmon cause is responsible for it in both con-
di tions. Inl=gel~fec t elinlina tiOl1 of l1.i trogel1ous Vias te 
products by the kidney cannot be incriminated, as the 
kidney :i.s healthy in the one groupe. It is possible that 
the liver may be at fault, and that as a result a de-
fective metabolism, some toxin gets into the general 
circulation vvhich unduly stimulates the vasomotor system. 9 
While capillary spasm has been indentif'ied with 
hyperpiesia, a l1'I .. unber of clinicians w'orking in the field 
of allergy hold that iJosimilar mechanism is responsible 
for catain manifestations of allergy. Vaughn states that 
HanagiospaSIl1 is tIle c11aracte}~istic 1)11enOILlen o1'i anaphylaxis.- l 
Although definite proof of this fact is still lacking, 
Coca and his school have demonstrated that in anaphylaxis 
the blood contains subs ta::1ces ,r~hich con trac tuns triped 
muscle tissue. 19 
Indeed, there are several factors which point to some 
connection between hyperpiesis and allergy. l,~igraine is 
now considered by rnany as being of allergic origin. On the 
.",..-. 
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other hand, 7lestphal, O'Hare and others have found that 
migraine precedes the onset of hyperpiesia for several 
months or years in about 50 percent of their cases of 
hyperpiesis. Kauflnann asserts tha t sensitiveness to heat 
is an outstandi feature in the history of cases of 
hypel"'piesia. '1:his syrnptOlfl has also been explained by 
Duke to be an allergic ILi8.nifesta tion. ::::£eredj. ty, another 
factor \v-hich plays a part in some forms of hypertension, 
is regarded as a foreIllost clinical citron in allergic 
diseases. 19 
In order to establish clinical proof of the relation 
between allergy and hyperpiesia, it would be necessary 
to demonstrate, first, the occurrence of both diseases 
in more than an incidental IlUll1Der of cases; second, the 
occurreliCe of hypertension wi tho~.t kidney irrvol vement 
in a number of allergic families; and, third, the fact 
that control of the allergic factor influences the 
hyperpiesia. 19 
Laugstroth 12 thinks hyperpiesis alon __ ; with SOIlle other 
chronic disease, may be the result of vitamin deficiency 
and that protective diets will prevent or ameliorate this 
condition. 
In 1924, "'". J • .i..~cdonald of 3t. Catherine's, OntariO, 15 
first observed clinically the depressor effect of liver 
extract in the human 'oeing. 'rhis ca:lle about in the course 
of experiments dUI'ing the evious year, vwrking on the idea 
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that the liver ViiaS a defense organ with some special in-
fluence tha t Iill t be utilized in the I)revention of cancer. 
His observation that certain liver extracts exerted a 
notable depressor effect caused him to study, with the 
extract, 33 cases of clinical hyperpiesia. The results 
were so encourageil1.g that an intensive st-J_dy, physiologic-
ally and chemically, of liver ext:;:acts was begun. 
observation by l;oIacdonald ViaS the t blood pressure was 
temporarily lowered after an iL~action of histamine, 
re as a 10vier pressure effect 'Nas maintained. for a 
ruu .. oll l011~5Gr period b-:r tIle ex-trac -~. 
J:.:'arallel tIl odonald, ::(. Ii. I,:ajor, 3'7 ot' the 
Uni versi t:.T of Kansas, was working 011 the sa~ue :problem. 
advanced around quanidil16 alld lflethylgu-
anidine, and he showed that "prolonged pressor effects 
were brought a~out by t pressor ef ct, pa 1 
~ reduction excessive blood pressure. 
ioh isolated inSUlin by 
alcoholic fraction of Iloreas s tim1).la ted 
30 to s:llethod to other tissLles, and in e 
SU.llllile r 0 f~ 1925 S1.1cceeded ill eparing an active, stable 
solution of liver extract by 8.1\:;oholic fractio:'.'L S 
live~ principle he calles anabolin, because 
that it bri s about detoxication and lowered blood 
pressure as all a:nabolic process in building up amino-acids 
intb urea. 
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~osenthal 24, states that there is a s ta.il"G 
heredity tendenoy associated sj.,s 0 s 
3 been stresse~, apparently tIl ad jUQgllent, as 
one of the mas t i:r:1PO t etiological factors. 
trallsl~J.i t teci y ciated 
i" olinical medicLl9 and in fiotj.on. ty 38 s talcen 
up this S "1;, 1) c t i:l a thorough and 9xhal1S ti ve a manner 
proves s tistically that hypertension 
is a farnilial disease affecti YiOrnen as ivell as men. 
J:il-.l varey, '::algen and l,~ahoney 24 oonolv.de tha t hyperpiesia 
seems to be an inherited peculiarity the pearenoe of 
\(hioh oan be suppressed i::.1 '~'[QIileIl so long as the oYaries 
11.Ulotion well. Exaotly -what D.lnc-tional disturbance is 
inherited is not clear, however, it lliay be regarded as 
an established fact that hyperpiesis is proven to be 
transmitted from oqe generation to the next. 28 
garding the cause or causes of hypertension in its 
l'es tricted sense, these ID.ay be smmled up in the word 
"into.:x:ication't, a1 though much yet remains to be explained 
concerning the precise nature of the processes leading 
to its production. 'Ihe causes are essentially the same 
as those producing arteriosclerosis, but differ in -that 
they have aoted over a shorter period 
probably less ao ti ve in charac tel'. 
-I" 0 ... tiL:le and are 
is belief is borne 
out by the clinioal fact that, if permi tted to continue, 
the condition gradl.l_ally pI'ogresses until it imperceptibly 
merges into and becones one of true artereosclerosis 
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llild cardio-renal disease. 
Tha t 'the adrenals and other menbers of the chrolilaffin 
system play an ill1portan t role is shown in various ways. 
Hecently Sergent and Cottintat have shown that irradiation 
of the adrenals in eleven cases of hypertension, in which 
all known causes of this condition had been eliminated, 
caused ruarked improvement. 
PATIiOLOGY 
'rhe more one reads the literature of hyperpiesis the 
more he becomes lost in the conflicting maze of theories 
regarding the changes it produces in the structure and 
function of tissues. One finds many conflicting reports. 
li'or ins tance, some observers s tate that arterosclerosis is 
one of the causes of high blood pressure; but it must be 
determined. first whether octeriosclerosis is the cause of 
hig1J blood. nressure or hvnerniesia 24 is the cause of &,.1..... t.<.t... ..... 
arterial degenera tion. ~{uchard thinks tha t arteriosclerosis 
is a cause, vif.hile 'l'homa holds that in an uncomplicated 
degeneration of the arteries blood pressure does not rise. 
:rhis means tha t in cases ot ar'ceriosclerosis wi th hyper-
tension kidney lesions must be ruled out. On the other 
hand trIe re are raany cases of high blood pressure 'with no 
arterial degeneration. 
We are ignorant 14-10 of the direct cause of hyperpiesis. 
"Ne knoVl that it is absolutely essential for the brain, with 
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its vi tal cen tres '!{lllich control the circula tion, respira-
tion, etc., to receive an adequate and cons tan t supply 
of nourisbment. Otherwise ir®lediate death would ensue. 
110 i11sure tl1is prerequMis i te blood su~pply, a vas ornotor 
mechanism exists, v{nich is part of the vegative nervous 
system, vii. th its centre located in the m.edulla oblongata, 
near the respiratory cen tre, "yhich so regulates the lumen 
of the bloodvesse15 01' the rest of the body and therefore 
the blood pressure, and thus supplies t.rle vi tal cerebral 
centres with unfailing nourishment under constant pressure. 
'1'11ese vital centres have the first call ~first mortgage) 
of the body's blood supply. In other words, the arterioles 
and perhaps the capillaries of the rest of the. body are 
contracted to direct the stream of blood to the ~rain and 
its vital centres. This is the true mechanism o~' 
hypertension. 27 
Still another aU"Ghor, Vincint ~;esfield, belteves 
high blood pressure in the absence of renal disease to be 
due to an increased viscosity of the blood. ae states the 
increased viscosity is dl.le to an increase of fibJfinogen, 
and probably of' all the proteins. The increased quantity 
of blood protein being due to the inability of tl~e living 
cells to utilize theprotei11s offered them.. 9-10 
I 
illian lwrris, text v{ri tten as 
! 
states tIle term hype iesis has be,em al)plied to tv)ertension 





It 1S suspected that d trl1.s co i tion kay 'be 
an antece t of' 0 c hypertension. artereosclerotic 
conditions the increas blood In>esS1)~''e, at least up to a 
certain point, subserves a necessary fu.nction; in llyper-
addt tio:.l to erl assoc t 
}.""lS t care i c study of th6 arteries 
and. 3ult0l1 ized 
tJ::i8.t O:L'OUlld c 
~lesse It has 
is secondary to arteriocapillary 
t lesions are never· the-less i:1 
lS so considerajle scl3rosis 
s of the arteriolas 
tSllS i011 
eSe.LJt. In ever~T 
cteCi, lenic a~teries were 
valved about 66 percent of' cases, 
about rc en t, e }1epatic 
cerebral in about 20 percent. sl,ii:llle:;:: vess s of otr.l.er 
structures were ral"ely in<V"olYed or to a grea lesser ex.tent. 
::.)irnilar findings have been more rece::'l tly r o1't;'8d tl~OL1 a 
series of 420 necropsies in cases of 11;/perte11si 011. 
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,d~ Renal arterio10r sclerosis occurred in 97.6 
cases. rent glor,leru13:c al'terioles s d varying 
degrees of sclerosis in 39 nercent. ~ishberg concludes t 
tile conception that hyperI)iesis is dv.s to the statj.cally 
increased resistance offered by these organic lesions is 
untenable. The arteriolar solerosis is the result of the 
increased wear and tear frOLl the abn.ormal intravascular 
tension and not the cause thereof. 3ishbergts findings in 
the arteriolar lesions in. the kidney definitely controvert 
the older incorrect view that erpiesia is due to a 
disorder of" renal functio:i.1. 
The rEain characteristic at arterial lesion in 
hype iesis as distinguished from that of the decrescent 
- type of arteriosclerosis, has been claim.ed to be the I:lar};:ed 
rtroJ)hy of muscular, elastic and conneo ti ve tissues. 
The occurrence of changes in the smooth musole been 
stressed expecially. £'a1, believing that the inoreased tone 
of the arteries plays a 'part in the produotion of' hyper-
piesis, subscribes to this view. hloschcowity finds that 
in transient cases of hypertension the radial arteries be-
CO~:le thickened because of such a muscular hypertrophy, 
which disappears aft::;r blood pressure has returned to a 
normal level for a feYI lNeeiCS. 8 
Changes in the f'undl)~ oculi are nearly always present 
in hyperpiesia. 2£1 It is very remarkable to see v;;11a t diff-
erent interpretations have been put upon these si ,espec-
ially in correlating theTl1 wi tL clinical disease. A few 
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salien t :f'ac ts are worthy of no te. C 'Hare and ':1alker clai:m 
that every ins"t;ance of hypertensi ve disease is associated 
with retinal arteriosclerosis; they go one step further 
in their conclusions in 0 i that arteriosclerosis 
of the retinal vessels indicates a previous elevation of 
blood pressure even where this does not exist at the moment; 
finally, they find that patients with advanced dec::::escent 
arteriosclerosis, as evidenced during life in the radial 
and brachial arteries, may have absolutely nOrTIlal retinal 
vessels, provided there is no increase in arterial tension. 
These s ta tern.ents, I believe, are approxiraa te ly correc t. 
'Ehey lay str'ess on the freQuent associa tion of retinal 
arteriosclel"'osis and hypertension. Arteriosclerosis of 
the retina is described by kartin Coehn as follows: 
stiYe Sit-;llS are: (1) uneven caliber and un-
due tartuosity arteries, {2 ) prominenoe of its 
central light streak, (3) li£h"t color of tlJ.e arteries, 
(4) dilated and tortuous veins. 
;"rhe pa tho gno:::-ili c si gns are: (1) the arteries are 
decidedly contracted and tortuou~, especially the secondary 
and tertial"'y branches; (2) Vi11i te stripes borderi the 
arteries, or complete obliteration of the lumen, which 
ap pearances .produce the silver wire aspect; (3) al ternate 
contraction and dilation of veins due to areas of en-
o.othelial proliferation and indentation of' veins from a 
varying amount of mechanical pressure vihen crossed by 
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hyalinized arteries; the arterial crossing of the veins 
by the arteries, or vice versa, produce the following 
effects upon the vein, depending upon the degree of arteri-
osclerosis: (1) slight flattening, (2) push.ing it aSide, 
\3) direct indentation. 8 
'1'11e symptoms associa ted \;1 th hypertension vary a good 
deal with the different stages of the malady; since hyper-
pies is often e:x:ists for months or years, it almost alv.-ays 
induces changes in other organs, notably in the arteries of 
kidneys, heart and brain. ~iowever, the syrup toms that 
are :'llOS t freq.uen t, even in cases of short duration, are 
included in the follawing list: 2-20-24-3 
:H~adache -- which is most apt ·to be occipital or verti-
cal in location, often designated by the patient as an ache 
in th.e bac}c of" the neck, and which is prone to occur in the 
early hours of the morning, from four to six A. It is 
widely known to the medical profession under the name of 
the l~lead cap headaclle 34, a term popularized by Janeway 
beca~se of its frequent location over the vertex and the 
sense of pressure associated with it. the headache often 
disappears co=rlpletely after the patient has been up i'or 
several hours; dizziness is not necessarily an associated 
sym.ptom. 55 
Dizziness Dizziness is not often troublesome in the 
earlier months or years of the disease, but in some individuals 
--
it becoliles the dominant symptom. 2.:1: It varies in degree 
from a slight and ternporary uncertainty to a condi tion that 
illakes physical activity impossible. In its ~Tlilder form. i-t 
is usually of brief duration - several minutes to several 
hours - 'Jut it sometimes lasts almost without inteY.G1.ission for 
days or Yleeks. ::;'ortuna tely the mo st severe l"orm.s are quite 
uncommon. 32 
J:lrecardial Pain -- '.::'he precardial pain of hyperpiesia 
should be clearly dis t inqui shth'rom tlia t lU10Wl1 as angina 
pectories. ~Che pain nmv uncier discussion is almost always 
precardial ra r than substernal and is most frequent; at or 
around the apical region of the heart. (3 It is dull,oon-
stant, a , and usually bears no clear relation to the 
activity that immediately 'preceded the onset. It is much 
more OOTIil!10n in those who have considerable! cardioc enlarge-
ment, and most f'requent in those who are suffering from 
heart failure. 3 - 32 - 24. 
~':ervous SY:Glptoms -- In nla:rJ.Y pa tiants the manifestations 
of disturbances in the nervous system outweigh all others. 
Among the TII0re C0111I{lOn 1:1i t be mentioned ins orililia , general 
nervous irr1 tabili ty 2 L1-3, a tendency to mental de'pression 
and m.elancholia, easy fatigability and repeated evidences of 
transient in ter:.L'erence th the cerebral oirculation. This 
last named SY'1:l.ptom, while it does not occur exclusivel:r in 
those suffer from hyperpiesia, is m.ore freq,uent in such 
patients. In its COYIllilOnest and most dramatic form, the pat-
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ient appears to have suffered rupture or thrombatic closure 
of a cerebral artery, Yii th resultant eOlqJlete or partial 
paralysis of one or more extremities and often c lete 
aphasia. 7 After a period of several hours all such signs 
of a cerebral lesion disappear COI:lpletely, and there is no 
subse1uent residual signs. The e;;isodes are usually explained 
on the ~oasis of temporary spasm of the cerebral arteries, 
wi til subseclllen t relaxation and res tora t ion 01' the normal 
blood flow; this is an a ttrac ti ve and sa tisfac tory explc:.ma tion 
if one is able to acee-ot the statement t::lat arteries sub-
seQuently show-n to be in a sta te of advanced sclerosis are 
capable of prolonged spasm. 32 
. Cora ticH I'ulsa tion ;>ola tin 30 has exam.ined 
C0o1'a tio.l!;$ of one hundred and_ ve cases hype iesia found 
1'i t c(Q.1'ati~ pulsatioIl occurrence in 30~'a of cases. 
DIAGHOSIS 
t11e large majori ty 0 fins tanc es of hyperpiesia, there 
is little difficulty in establishing the diagnosis, which is 
immediately obvious when a definitely abnorrral elevation of 
blood pressure is 1'ound in a Illiiidle-aged or elderly individual. 7 
The following four type s of' cases, wh icll a t time s present 
diagnostic difficulties, may be mentioned: 
1. It is not uncommon, par ti c ula 1'1 y 1" ~ .l...l.. women about the 
time of menopause, to find that the blood pressure fluctllates 
so considerably from eX8.111ination to examir.18. tion that on one 
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occasion it is definitely elevated and on another vltithin the 
normal range. .such cases need considerable observation 
before coming to a decision. In menopausal women, or tt\ose 
under a nervous strain, these transitory elevations nay 
completely disappear. ~,"uch more often, however, the blood 
pressure ul tirtlately becmaes consistently high; in fact, it 
seelllS most probable that most such traIisi tory elevations of 
blood pr'esslJ.re indioate all. incipient or abortive form of 
hyperpiesis. The establishment of' cardiac enlargement may 
aid in establishing the diagnosis of hyperpiesia. 
2. In relatively young patients with 11yperj)iesia, it 
may be diffioult or impossible to decide 11'fhether this is due 
to chronic glomerulo-nephritis or to hypeI'piesia, rticu-
lal'ly in the malignant phase. 'rhe clinical picture of severe 
hypertenSion, albuminuria, cylinduria, microscopiC hematuria, 
renal insufficiency, retinal lesions, and no eder~ other than 
perhaps cardiac, may be present in either chronic glomerulo-
nephritis or hyperpiesia. Of course, a history of acute 
glomerulo-nephri tis or nephri tic edema in the past speaks 
s -trongly in :eavor of chronic glorne:r ulo-nephri tis. However, 
suoh a history is often absent in the latter disease. Extreme 
hypertension, over 250 mm. systolic and 150 mm. diastolic 
for more than a transi tory period, is deoi dedly more common 
in hyperpiesia, partioularly in the malignant phase, than in 
glomerulo-nephri tis, though }1'ishberg '7 reports having seen 
suoh tensi ons in unusual cases of the latter disease. If the 
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patient is in the twenties, the case is more probably one 
of chronic glomerulo-nephritis, for hyperpiesia is unusualy 
at this age. When the pa tient is in the thirties or forties, 
the differentiation may be impossible in cases presenting 
the features described above. In the f'ifties and later, such 
a case is in all probability one of' hyperpiesia. 
3. l~ot uncollilllon13T, one enc ounter s rrriddle-aged or elderly 
patients with myocardial insufficiency an enlarged heart in 
the absence of valvular lesions in whom the blood pressure is 
wi thin normal limits. 1'here are often symptoms or electro-
cardiographic evidence of myocardial damage due to coronary 
arteriosclerosis. [rhe question whether or not, these patients 
previously had hyperpiesis lnay be difficult to decide if 
there is no history of previous elevation of blood pressure. 
In fact, the question whether or not coronary artery 
disease in it self can cause hype rtrophy of the he art is not 
as yet finally decided. l'he pressu:ce of retinal arterio-
sclerosis is strong evidence that hyper tensi on has been pre-
sent at some time. Impairment of renal function, it tb.e 
disease of the urinary passages can be ruled out, speaks 
in the same direction. Sometimes, a rise in blood pressure 
as the heart improves may reveal the hyperpiesia. 
4. In pa tien ts 'with hyperpiesia and urinary obstruction 
resulting from prostatiC enlargement, it may be difficult 
to decide whether the elevation of blood pressure is due to 
the urinary obstruction or to hyperpiesia. '1'he course of 
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even ts after free urinaI· .. Y drainage has been es tablished 
will settle the issue, though it is to be remembered that 
bed-rest can lower hyperpiesia notably. 3 
Pro{:snosis obviously depends on nm"ilerOUS factors. Life 
insurance statistics show that taking all hypertensives as 
a class, the expe c tency of life is very :Jluch shortened and 
the. t, broadly s;;eal<:ing, rnortali t~r il1cl"isases llui te de-
finitely with the actual he of e preSstlre. 41 
piesis may carry very .hi pressures for ten to twenty years, 
whereas clear-cut nephritic hypertensives are t to die 
within two years. 'rhe }!'insen Institute figures for 
the latter,Wflre B4percent death within two years, the 
remainder having all been °Gien ts who could 13.1 tel" tIle i1" 
mode of life. 
dtffimJ.l ty, of' course, arises in de terraining \vhether 
ther there are renledia ble 
factors-foes.l infec"Gioll, stro-intesterial toxe~ia, strenous 
living, endocrine or physic disturbances, etc., vinich Ci~,n 
be corrected. 41 
The chief causes of' death in iesia are from the 
side of the heart and the brain, and not from the kidney as 
e 
eluded ill tIle COIlcept 0 f cll:eonic illtersti tial rle}?lll~i tis. 
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1'11e mos t common cause of' disabili ty death in er-piesia 
is card.lac to ch in frequency are cerebral 
e aria various il1tercurr'ent complica tions, 
notably diabe-tel] melli tUB infections. failure, 
(uremia), is the cause of death in only a small proportion of 
In the present state knowledge of the cause of 
rpiesia its trea tE1Em t lilUS t be if' not entirely, 
tOl;;.U tic. 31 
oduce the Bast certain results. 24-3S3 
rest in bed may not only lead to a dsminution 
of the hyperpiesis,but to a cessation of' unpleasun-t s:rraptollls, 
IdllS t that there j.s less denand made upon the circula tion. 
That rest does not necessarily bring with it a fall of 
is also proved, is a 
actually ses. Although it f'reCiuently happens that rest in 
bed S llOt e:::::'ially reduce does not 
impose c t e l~ est i.ll on all p"ltients 
~ll.ere iesis is tlll1:eces 
ellS t e~ subject s tiQu ..larly 
in bozly and is 
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n rest can be carri out c 
s en uisoovered, as it were by 
ace iCieIl't , individuals lyili3 for life insurance, or on 
, medical attendant 
ealed to for trea 
as to ist upon a prolonged. oel of 
t of such 
tre·a t, and the pa-i:;ient is Hilienable, there can be no doubt 
that a period of iLcreas~d rest is a tti elude to a 
life 
object t the knowledge of t gresence of' iesis 
will CaUSe.illxisty to the pEl tlen t, it LUS t De said.:tIl ly 
that :ere ly proper ss 
the fully in of all the facts. It es thou.t 
t particularly nervous subjects should be shielded 
of 
iesis, and it must be explainec:' that a te.lJilp9rary 
ilJC1~eaSe 01~ deorease 01" t is 
of tavora iilome Ii. tis st fall thro 
advantage should be ta~en of 
kno;;dedge t SOLle: tiLles erpiesia is ~uite a rv 
" , 
and th8.t ~}l{illii'esta ti.011 of' e .:.)iesis has sed off 
the patient is relieved of the ac sym}! It is 
discovered that the ieais par8is~s even with prolonged 
rest in bed, it must be lett to the praotitioner to 
deoide whether he should, or should not, reveal the tact 
of the permanent presenoe ot hyperpiesis. It should be 
pointed out that thuugh there is no knowledge whatsoever 
of the average duration of lite when hyperpiesis has 
established itself, or what is the average period required 
tor the development of the sy,mptoms when once hyperpiesis 
is established, there is room for a degree of optimism 
when it is disoovered that the blood pressure is raised. 
More espeoially is this the oase when it is found that the 
individual oonoerned looks healthy and is oomparatively 
or entirely tree from symptoms. It is not always Wise, 
in order to seoure the obedienoe of the patient, to point 
out the risk in oases of aooidental or other discovery of 
~yperpiesis of the ooourrenoe to apoplexy, hemepligia, etc., 
beoause the number of cases to be met with in men and 
women of about middle age or more must be very considerable, 
judging at least by the routine examination ot patients 
and oandidates for insurance and yet the frequenoy of 
apoplexy in such subjeots is very small. 24 There can be 
no doubt whatsoever that when hyperpiesis is found to be 
assooiated with anaemia, intense factor of breath, dyspnoea, 
oardiac embarrassment, dropsy, etc., then rest in bed 
should be insisted upon; naturally such cases would more 
readily conform. When a patient appears before the practi-
tioner merely revealing hyperpiesis, being in every other 
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way apparently in good health, it is suffioient to try and 
seoure more rest in the hours not devoted to business: in 
the winter, arrival at the offioe an hour later than usual 
may be helpful; the spending the whole of the week-end, 
or the, greater part of it in bed will help to postpone the 
development of further symptoms. When the practitioner 
is in doubt as to whether the patient is suffering from 
permanent hyperpiesia or not, rest in bed would provide 
means of clearing up the problem: if the blood pressure 
becomes normal within four or five days, it may be that 
the indiVidual is merely suffering from what may be spoken 
of as the "nervous" form of hyperpiesis, more especially 
would this be probable if the hyperpiesiS were found to 
be unaccompanied by evidence of cardiae hypertrophy, 
tortuosity of the arteries, albuminuria, retinal change 
and the other manifestations met with in the later stages 
of hyperpiesia. Even if the ease prove to be one merely 
of evanescent hyperpiesis of nervous oDgin, a more restful 
life, short of causing great inconvenience to the patient, 
can do no harm, and may be a means of preventing such 
evanescent hyperpiesis becoming one of permanent hyperpiesis. 31 
For praotical purposes the development of left-sided 
cardiac hypertrophy may be regarded as the tthall-marl{:" of 
the permanent or muoh more prolonged hyperpiesis, i.e. of 
hyperpiesia. 31 
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Dieting. Much controversy has centered around this 
subject of the diet suitable for a hyperpiesic subject: 
A diet rich in carbohydrates should be avoided 59 in 
order to reduoe flatulenoe, and a diet rich in extractives 
should be excluded in those cases in whom the kidneys are 
gravely disturbed. Should the patient be free from symptoms 
and merely show the earlier signs of hyperpiesia, it is 
sufficient to leave the patient to choose his dietary just 
so long as he selects what may be reasonably called simple 
foods. It does not seem wise to out down the protein 
elements of a diet because the patient is passing albumen; 
indeed this phenomenon should be a call to supply, if any-
thing, extra protein food. If it is found that headache 
and dyspeptic manifestions are controllable by a simple diet 
consisting mainly of milk, or of eggs, or fish in part, 
there can be no reason on the other hand to insist upon a 
more richly protein diet. Aloohol 3, tea and coffee in 
moderation exercise no harmful effects upon the disease. 
Seeing that the hyperpiesio subject may be free from any 
symptoms, and seeing tha t next to nothi-ng is known of how 
to control the agencies whioh are produoing hyperpiesis, 
it seems wrong to insist upon thiS, that or other extreme 
forms of dietary. It is more reasonable to leave the 
patient to his own ohoice just so long as he exeroises a 
moderation. 31 - 25 
Supposing early symptoms have developed which in-
dicate the onset of the more serious complications of 
hyperpiesis, such as anuria, cardiac defect, dropsy, 
drowsiness, etc., it is advisable to place the patient 
upon a rigorous milk dietary, allowing three to four pints 
a day. This, combined with rest in bed and purgation, 
leads in some cases to disappearence of the symptoms, and 
then the future dieting of these patients should be based 
upon the knowledge that restriction exerts favourable 
effects. If the above features persist, then a very 
restricted dietary should be maintained. The dropsy may 
yield to the use of diuretics suoh as liq. ammom. acetatis, 
theobromine, diuretin or theocin. 31 
Supposing a case of hyperpiesia has unde~gone pro-
longed rest in bed with disappearance Of symptoms, if not 
of hyperpiesis, work may be resumed gradually, and continued 
with if the symptoms do not reour; but such a patient should 
be kept steadily under observation. The question must be 
raised as to what amount of exercise should be allowed to 
these patients. It is a good maxim to lay down that they 
should take exeroise short of producing such symptoms as 
cardiac pain and marked, or perSistent, dyspnoea. Games 
involving severe muscular effort should be forbidden, as 
well as the unnecessary ascent of hills or staircases, or 
walking against a "head" wind. Exercise must be allowed 
daily, and walking on the flat for a reasonable distance 
should be encouraged. There can be little doubt that when 
the patient is kept in bed, massage and gentle passive 
movements must be made use of to replace voluntary exercise. 
Such treatment does not appear to affect the blood 
pressure unfavorable to any material extent. With regard 
to the cutting off of more vigorous exercise and game-
playing, no absolute rule can be laid down, because there 
are some subjects who reveal hyperpiesis and are able to 
play golf and tennis quite vigorously without any symptoms 
occurring. Such patients may object to have this amount 
of exercise restricted and the medical attendant must 
permit it until unfavorable symptoms arise, or until exam-
ination shows the progressive intensification of objective 
changes. The use of tobacco is permissible. 31 
Purgation. The use of Epson salts or Glaubtis salts, 
taken before breakfast in such quantities as to produce one 
or two stools a day, is advisable. Intestional putrefaction 
should be controlled by the use of calomel in fractional 
doses of such size as not to cause colic or other symptoms 
in susceptible subjects: the calomel may be given at night 
or three times a day after food. 24 This should be a 
routine treatment, but if symptoms of drowsiness suggestive 
of impending coma occur, then castor oil should be freely 
used. 31 - 26 
Baths. If the patient relishes tepid warm baths, he 
should be encouraged to take them regularly. In the same 
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way it will be found that some patients enjoy Turkish 
and radiant heat baths, and when this is the oase they 
may be used daily or two or three times a week. The 
radiant heat bath is a very oonvenient form, for it oan 
be made use of in the patients own home: it may be found 
by preliminary trial that unpleasant symptoms like head-
aohe may be produoed by their use. It would be wrong in 
suoh oases to insist upon this method of treatment, for 
there is no proof that the treatment eliminates the pOisons 
oonoerned in the disease, or in any way oontrols the 
meohanism by whioh dropsy can be developed. Hot air baths 
do not lead to the permanent fall of blood pressure. The 
sole reason for using hot baths is that they relieve' some 
patients from some of their symptoms, 12, notably head-
aohes, though as already mentioned they provoke them in 
others. It is probably more satisfactory to the patient 
to live. in a well-warmed house; quite possible too cool 
an atmosphere oontributes still further to a maintenance 
of high blood pressure. 31 
Choioe of Climate. Residence in mild, temperate and 
warm countries is certainly to be preferred to residence 
in colder latitudes. But here, again, as so often happens 
in the disoussion of treatment, the temperamental preouliari-
ties of the patient must not be disregarded. Some 
hyperpiesic subjeots, oontrary to expectation, feel better 
in the winter than in the summer. 31 
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Symptomatic Treatment. Usage alone sanctions the 
routine prescription of potassium iodicie, of potassium 
nitrate and the various nitro-compounds. The use of suoh 
remidies 39 may, however, prove unacceptable to the 
patient, and it would in such oases be undesirable to 
insist upon them. It will frequently be found that the 
nitro-oompounds are helpful in relieving the angina-like 
pains. Headaohe is often relieved by the use of aotyl-
salioylio aOid, phenaoetin, bromides, eto., Insomnia is 
only too frequently a serious symptom and should ohloral 
hydrate, the bromides, trional, ohloralamide, eto., fail 
to produce sleep, then par~ldehyde, hyosoine and opium 
derivatives should not be spared. 31 
No sign nor symptom will prove more diffioult than 
those whioh may be attributed to oardiao failure or defeat. 
The medioal attendant should therefore maintain an open 
mind as to the use of digitalis and its allies and diuretios. 
It is true that at first sight the use of digitalis in a 
oase already hyperpiesis seems doomed to failure and worse, 
but its diuretio effeot and its power in oertain cases of 
rendering the heart regular in rhythum may outweigh all 
theoretical objections. 28 The ocourrence of convulsions 
may require the use of hypodermics of morphia, of venesection 
or of spinal puncture. If coma threatens and cannot be met 
by the use of aperients such as croton oil or castor oil, 
venesection may again be of the greatest use. The well known 
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effioaoy of bleeding by veneseotion or venepunoture in 
oedema of the lungs renders this form of treatment the 
standard one for s uoh 00 ndi t1 ons. 51 
Dropsy or serious effusions oause very oonsiderable 
diffioulty. If they fail to respond - as they often are 
found to do - to the effeots of diuresis and diphoresis 
the~ in the oase of pleural effusion and asoities relief 
may be given by tapping the ohest or abdomen. Dropsy 
of the legs should not be relieved by the use of Southey's 
tubes, aoupunoture or nallealar inoisions, for although 
suoh methods are tmmediately efficaoious, too often oellu-
lities results, despite the most metioulous oare taken to 
prevent it. 3 
Asepsis. There can be no doubt that the risk of 
septio infeotion in cases of hyperpiesia is a real "bete 
noire. ft Every means should be taken to remedy gingivitis, 
and to prevent septio infeotion generally, for infeotion 
too often is the prelude of the sudden or slow demise of 
the pa t1ent. Should extraction of the teeth become neo-
essary to o~e gingiVitis, then the extraction should be 
gradual, only a few teeth being removed at a time. General 
anaesthetios appear to be well borne by hyperpiesic sub-
jeots. When once severe anaemia has beoome established, 
as a result of infeotion, it is difficult to remedy it. 3 
Life Insuranoe. As this study has shown, men and 
women appear to show hyperpiesis which is apparently due to 
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excitment only. It is therefore unwise to exclude from 
insurance or to load any individual whom on the occasion 
of examination for life insurance shows hyperpiesis. 
If, however, a single reading of high tension is accom-
panied by signs of cardiac hypertrophy and vacular change, 
its significance is established. If hyperpiesis is the 
only discoverable clinioal sign, the proposer should have 
readings taken of the blood pressure before rising after 
a night's rest, and if possible on more than one occasion. 
The persistence of a high reading under such circmnstances 
should lead to a loading ana {or} shortened period of 
endowmen t. The pres_ce of albumen should in such cases 
arouse further caution: the urine may be free of albumen 
if the sample is one passed in the early morning after a 
night's rest: in such a case no extra apprehension need 
be felt. If albuminuria can be removed by the cure of 
septic fOCi, then the case should be looked on as one of 
mere hyperpiesis and loaded accordingly. ~f, however, 
albumen persists as well as the hyperpiesis, then such a 
case should be declined, not because the press.re of 
albumen necessarily indicates kidney disease; for that 
fallacy has been unmasked, but because albuminuria is 
some measure of the greater severity of the toxaemia which 
is causing the hyperpiesis in suoh a case, or may mean 
that there is some hidden focus of septic infection. The 
presence of albuminuric retinitis should remain, as it has 
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done, an absolute bar to insurance, because even though 
albuminuria may in such a case be slight or occasional 
only, retinal change renders the outlook so much more 
serious. 3 
Sxnhilis. If a hyperpiesio patient is the subject 
of syphilis, radical t~eatment should be instituted with 
the objeot of trying to prevent the weakening ~f the 
arterial walls whioh r~sults from this disease. The risk 
of rupture of blood vessels, already weakened by syPhilis, 
is greater in the conditions of hyperpiesis than when the 
blood pressure is normal. 2 
General Anaesthetios. Thpse Who are the subjeots of 
hyperpiesia appear to stand the effects of general anaes-
thetics well. 3 
Operation for Glauooma.. With regard of the operation 
of iridectomy for glauooma in a patient also suffering 
from hyperpiesia, a preliminary rest in bed for a fortnight, 
with the usual d.ietetic and medicinal treatment, is worth 
trying, for it ~ay be suocessful in reduoing the blood 
pressure, thereby also minimizing the risk of intra-ooular 
hemorrhage following upon the operation. 3 
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A Synopsis of 
Two Hundred and Two Cases 
Over a period of ten years J. M. Blackford, M.D., 
F.A.C.P., and J. N. Wilkinson, M. D., Seattle, Washington, 
studied and tollowed two hundred and two oases ot 
hyperpiesia. These authors report a series obtained by 
reviewing 10,000 conseoutive histories of general exam-
ination made before 1925. They took for study all cases 
whose blood pressure was found definitely high, using 
cases in which the systolio pressure was reported as 175 
plus or the diastolio pressure 100 plus. Cases with read-
ings below these figures were omitted because there is 
some question as to mether temporary oauses, partioularly 
nervous, may ocoasionaly give a reading up to these points. 
Thus they obtained a oonsecutive series of hypertension oases, 
unselected except by the fact that some complaint made 
them come in for a general examination. 
The Blaokford & WilkinsonClinio (54) sees in eaoh 
decade approximately an equal number of men and women, yet 
hypertension was found twioe as frequently in women (64%) 
as in men l36%). In eaoh deoade between 30 and 70 years 
the peroentage inoidenoe of hypertension (hyperpiesis) 
in women was approximately double that seen in men. Yet 
more than half of the women were without hypertensive 
symptoms, whereas hypertension in men was usually aocom-
panied by symptoms. The large groupe of symptomle ss 
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females with hypertension is not seen in cardiovasculor 
clinios or by life insurance companies, and henoe is not 
included in hypertension follow-up studies. 
This Seattle clinio has made this follow-up study and 
report as follows: two hundred and two oases of hypertension 
were followed. After ei ght years, one half {.JB.O%) were 
dead. The female mortality was 79%. About three-quarters 
of all deaths resulted from hypertensive disease, usually 
failure of heart or of cerebral circulation and occasionaly 
nephritis. One quarter of all deaths resulted from other 
causes. 
The remaining 101 cases were followed two years more, 
when this report v~s made. The gross mortality at the end 
of ten year period was 60%, and female mortality 50%, male 
mortality 82%. No male with marked hypertension still 
survived after the ten year period. Of 66 females still 
surviving, 59 (59%) are relatively symptom free, whereas 
of 13 surviving males 5 (24%) are entirely symptom free. 
Seven females are still alive in spite of marked hypertension 
discovered ten years ago. 
This olinic reports that of the two hundred and two 
oases studied for ten years only two instances of reoovery 
to normal blood pressure ooourred. 
The study of hypertension by the Seattle Clinio 40 
oaused them to come to th e followi ng conolusions: 
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1. Hypertension is twice as frequently found in 
women. 
2. The mortality rate after ten years is twice 
greater in men. 
3. Hypertension results from a constitutional 
hypertonicity of the autonomic neurovascular control in 
large majority of instances and is a compensatory 
angtospas~ in the others. 
4. Treatment of uncomplicated hypertension is a 
matter of mental and physical hygiene rather than drugs. 
5. Treatment of late results of hypertension re-
quires skillful use of medical and physical measures, 
added to psychothropeutic measures. 
o. The physician who is a good and cheerfQl 
psychologist will be the most successfully in relieving 
the symptoms of hyperpiesis. 40 
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